
These are pictures of a chronic quarter crack that

reopened (Image 1). All farriers get this type of call and the

question, “Can you do something with this? I have a show in a

few days so he

can’t have any

time off.” First it

is important to

get the history.

This horse was

purchased two

years ago with a

crack in the

same spot. The

horse was never

lame. Now, two

years later,

another one

pops. Looking at

this horse

(Image 2) it is

easy to see there

are conformation

faults that led to

the crack. The

foot is typical as

it lands on the

outside then slams the inside as the horse’s weight passes over

it. The medial wall is forced higher and higher causing it to

shear. The wall will shear and stress until it cracks. 

This is how I handled this one. First we took a good look at

the foot (Images 3, 4, 5) before pulling the shoe.  Notice the

location of the crack at the coronary. The heel is sheared. The

foot needs to be balanced. Notice that the crack is open at the

coronary band. It needs to be dremeled out and soaked a few

days before patching. 
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Now we pull the shoe (Image 6) and balance the foot. Once

the foot is trimmed we float the area under the crack as well as

the sheared heel. It is important to unload the sheared heel, as

this entire area perpendicular to the ground needs to be non-weight

bearing before the heel can settle and the crack can heal at the

coronary. Even though we float the heel and unload the sheared

heel (Image 7) it will take a long time, if ever, for this area to

go back to normal. 

I prefer a flex shaft dremel (Image 8) as the long shaft allows

me to keep the motor away from the horse. Also the working

end of the flex shaft is much lighter and easier to control. I use

a  1/8" dremel burr. If you have never opened a quarter crack

before I recommend that you attend a hands on clinic on

dissection. The hoof is a vital living part of the horse and you

should not attempt this without some education. At least

practice on a tangerine or a tangelo. Practice taking the skin off

without cutting into the pulp. When you can achieve this use

an apple. When you can

take off only the skin you

have control of the

dremel. The wall thickness

at the coronary is paper-

thin. When using the

dremel hold it with both

hands and put your hands

against the hoof. If the

horse should move, and

they do, your hand will be

pushed away instead of the

dremel going into the hoof. Remember that you are only a credit

card thickness away from sensitive structures so be careful. I also

keep a new or sharp burr in the dremel. If it gets dull or rusty it

generates too much heat. 

Start at the coronary where the wall is the thinnest (Images

9,10, 11) and move the dremel down following the crack. Keep

the burr moving, as heat will build up if left in one place too

long. Open the crack completely and be very careful not to get

too deep. On this foot the area behind the crack had been

undermined and we remove all the weak wall structure. After

the entire area is open advise the client to soak twice a day for

at least three days, more if the crack is bleeding or infected.
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After that time has passed and the foot is dry (Image

12) you can patch it with the product of your choice.

I use Vettec Adhere. It is easy to apply, stays in place

and sets quick without too much heat.

You should always ask the owner to have their vet

look at the case before you do your work. Discuss the situation with

the vet whenever possible so everyone is on the same page with the

treatment. It can also be helpful to have the horse tranquilized before

beginning the dremel work. If you have a camera, take before and after

pictures for your records. �
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Adhere
designed to glue on steel,
aluminum, and most plastic
shoes as well as complete
any hoof repair project.
With an initial set time of
one minute and a final cure
of six minutes,  Adhere is
perfect for most  every
application.  Adhere sets
hard with a superior bond,
but maintains the flexibility
necessary at the quarters
and heels to allow the nat-
ural movement of the hoof. 

Vettec, Hoof Care Products  •  600 East Hueneme Road, Oxnard, CA 93033 USA   800/483-8832
Zonnebaan 14, NL-3542 EC Utrecht, The Netherlands (31) 30 241 0924  •  www.vettec.com

HOT IRON PRODUCTIONS

FORGING TAPES
Volume 1: The Anvil,
Hammer and Tongs

Volume 2: Basic Shoe
Making

Volume 3: Forge Welding
Steel and Aluminum

Volume 4: Cowpies and
Clips

Basic Shoe Modifications
All available in PAL format

Contact your 
farrierproducts™ dealer 
or call 800-468-2879 

for the name of a 
dealer near you.
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Simple
Steps to
Provide
Support

The aged horse that you see in the photos below has obviously been
out of balance for some time. You know when you see a case like this
you’re not going to fix all the problems that have been created. But
you’ve got to start somewhere and the support you can provide can go
a long way toward making the horse more comfortable.

You need a shoe that has enough width in the heels to provide a full fit.
This is one of the features that Kerckhaert shoes are always going to
give you. A shoe with a narrow tapered heel just doesn’t have enough
material in it to get the job done. You can see that the inside (medial) 
heels in both feet are run under, probably a result of too much wall
length for too many years. If you are going to support the hoof capsule,
imagine where the shoe would be if you were fitting the coronary band,
not the perimeter of the wall. Fit it to that point. 

The shoe on the anvil is the left front shoe. The bevel was put on the
inside heel (right side of shoe) just to give it a slight slope in case it gets
stepped on. The shoe is nailed on with the frog lining up in the center of
the shoe. This is the goal for providing good support in this case. You can
see the amount of steel showing on the inside. Don’t be afraid to put
the shoe there. The rasp is at an angle that you would normally hope to
see the wall follow. By fitting the shoe to that point, you have given the
foot much better support.

This is a good situation for Vettec Adhere or Superfast. In order to help
keep the shoe from being stepped on you can fill the area and dress it
so that there is no “ledge” sticking out. The Adhere was used here, with
both inside heel areas being filled without having to stop to change tips,

Value or Quality?
With Bellota You get Both.

Classic • Top Sharp • Top Finish • Tools • Handles

Continued from Page 3
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Once dressed the foot looks more normal and there is
very little risk of the shoe being pulled. The foot may never
completely remodel to “normal” but it will have a chance
to improve and in the meantime you have given the limb
the support it needs.

There are a lot of horses that need this kind of medial
support in front. You will also find this to be a very useful
technique for supporting the outside (lateral) heels of the
hind feet, also an area that commonly ends up with support
problems. The key is to look carefully at the whole hoof
capsule, including the coronary band and the position of
the frog in the foot. If the frog is not in the center of the
hoof it is very likely you need to give more support to one
side or the other by fitting the shoe wider. �
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